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Scoped Resumptions 

• Resumptions can only be resumed in the same handler context as 
captured; thus the example is rejected.  

• We believe that all important effect handlers in practice can be 
defined in terms of scoped resumptions 

• Implemented as a dynamic check, called guard
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Efficiency

operations (e.g., ask) can evaluate in-place 

operations (e.g., incr) yield up, with locally 
deciding which marker to yield to

Efficiency

Tail-resumptive   

Non tail-resumptive  ⎨
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4.2 Evidence Translation

The evidence translation is already de!ned in Figure 5, in the gray parts of the rules. The full rules
for expressions are of the form !;w ! e : ! | " ! e" where given a context !, the expression e
has type ! with e"ect " . The rules take the current evidence vector w for the e"ect " , of type evv " ,
and translate to an expression e" of System Fev .

The translation in itself is straightforward where we only need to ensure extra evidence is passed
during applications and abstracted again on lambdas. The !"# rule abstracts fully over all evidence
in a function as #!z : evv ", x :!1. e", where the evidence vector is abstracted as z and passed to its
premise. Note that since we are translating, z is not part of ! here (which scopes over F! terms).
The type rules for Fev , discussed below, do track such variables in the context. The dual of this is
rule !$$ which passes the e"ect evidence w as an extra argument to every application as e"1 w e"2.
To prove preservation and coherence of the translation, we also include a translation rule for

handle, even though we assume these are internal. Otherwise there are no surprises here and the
main di#culty lies in the operational rules, which we discuss in detail in Section 4.4.

To prove additional properties about the translated programs, we de!ne a more restricted set of
typing rules directly over System Fev in Figure 9 of the form !;w " e : ! | " (ignoring the gray
parts), such that ! ! w : evv " . Using this, we prove that the translation is sound:

Theorem 4. (Evidence translation is Sound in Fev)
If !; ##$$ ! e : ! | #$ ! e" then !; ##$$ " e" : %!& | #$.

4.3 Correspondence

The evidence translation maintains a strong correspondence between the e"ect types, the evidence
vectors, and the evaluation contexts. To make this precise, we de!ne the (reverse) extraction of all
handlers in a context E as %E& where:

%F1 · handle
w1
m1

h1 · . . . · Fn · handle
wn
mn

hn · F& = ##ln : (mn, hn) | . . . | l1 : (m1, h1)$$ i" hi : "(li)
%F1 · handle

w1
m1

h1 · . . . · Fn · handle
wn
mn

hn · F&" = #ln, . . ., l1$
%F1 · handle

w1
m1

h1 · . . . · Fn · handle
wn
mn

hn · F&#= {mn, . . ., m1}

With this we can characterize the correspondence between the evaluation context and the evidence
used at perform:

Lemma 6. (Evidence corresponds to the evaluation context)
If !;w " E[e] : ! | " then for some !1 we have !; ##%E& | w$$ " e : !1 | #%E&" | "$,
and !;w " E : !1' ! | " .

Lemma 7. (Well typed operations are handled)
If !; ##$$ " E[perform op ! v] : ! | #$ then E has the form E1 · handle

w
m h · E2 with op () bop(E2)

and op' f ) h.

These brings us to our main theorem which states that the evidence passed to an operation
corresponds exactly to the innermost handler for that operation in the dynamic evaluation context:

Theorem 5. (Evidence Correspondence)
If !; ##$$ " E[perform op ! w v] : ! | #$ then E has the form E1 · handle

w"
m h · E2 with op ) "(l),

op () bop(E2), op' f ) h, and the evidence corresponds exactly to dynamic execution context
such that w.l = (m, h).

Proc. ACM Program. Lang., Vol. 4, No. ICFP, Article 99. Publication date: August 2020.
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captured (closed over) the speci!c evidence it needs when the handler was instantiated. We
can execute such tail resumptive operation clauses in place, e.g.

perform op (m, h) v !" f v (!x . x) (optail" f ) # h

This is an important optimization that enables truly e"cient e#ect operations at a cost similar
to a virtual method call (since we can implement handlers h as a vector of function pointers
where op is at a constant o#set such that f = h.op).

• Generally, evidence is passed as an evidence vector w where each element is the evidence
for a speci!c e#ect. That means we still need to select the right evidence at run-time which
is a linear time operation (much like the dynamic search for the innermost handler in the
evaluation context). We show that by keeping the evidence vectors in canonical form, we
can index the evidence in the vector at a constant o!set for any context where the e#ect is
non-polymorphic.

• Since the evidence provides the handler implementation directly, it is no longer needed in
the context. We can follow Brachthäuser and Schuster [2017] and implement handlers using
multi-prompt delimited continuations [Dyvbig et al. 2007; Gunter et al. 1995] instead. Given
evidence (m, h), we directly yield to a speci!c prompt m:

handlem h E[perform op (m, h) v]
!

promptm E[yieldm (!k. (h.op) v k)]

We de!ne a monadic multi-prompt translation (Section 5) from an evidence translated pro-
gram (in Fev) into standard call-by-value polymorphic lambda calculus (Fv) where the monad
implements the multi-prompt semantics, and we prove that this monadic translation is sound
(Theorem 10) and coherent (Theorem 11). Such translation is very important, as it provides
the missing link between traditional implementations based on dynamic search for the
handler [Dolan et al. 2015; Leijen 2014; Lindley et al. 2017] and implementations of lexical
e#ect handlers using multi-prompt delimited control [Biernacki et al. 2019; Brachthäuser
and Schuster 2017; Zhang and Myers 2019]. Since all e#ects become explicit, we can compile
programs with a standard backend applying the usual optimizations that would not hold
under algebraic e#ect semantics, directly. For example, as all handlers become regular data
types, and evidence is a regular parameter, standard optimizations like inlining can often
completely inline the operation clauses at the call site without any special optimization rules
for e#ect handlers [Pretnar et al. 2017]. Moreover, no special runtime system for capturing
the evaluation context is needed anymore, such as split-stacks [Dolan et al. 2015] or stack
copying [Leijen 2017a], and we can generate code directly for any host platform (including
C or WebAssembly). In particular, recent advances in compilation guided reference count-
ing [Ullrich and Moura 2019] can readily be used. Such reference counting transformations
cannot be applied to traditional e#ect handler semantics since any e#ect operation may
not resume (or resume more than once), making it impossible to track the reference counts
directly.

We start by giving an overview of algebraic e#ects and handlers and their semantics in an untyped
calculus !! (Section 2), followed by a typed polymorphic formalization F! (Section 3) for which we
prove various theorems like soundness, preservation, and the meaning of e#ect types. In Section 4
we de!ne an extension of F! with explicit evidence vector parameters, called Fev , de!ne a formal
evidence passing translation, and prove this translation is coherent and preserves the original
semantics. Using the evidence translated programs, we de!ne a coherent monadic translation in
Section 5 (based onmulti-prompt semantics) that translates into standard call-by-value polymorphic
lambda-calculus (called Fv). Section 6 discusses various immediate optimization techniques enabled
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We prove that this is a sound interpretation of e!ect handling:

Theorem 9. (Evidence Translation to Multi-Prompt Delimited Continuations is Sound)
For any evaluation step e1 !"# e2 in Fev , we have $e1% !"#& $e2% with multi-prompt delimited
continuations.

Dolan et al. [2015] describe the multi-core OCaml runtime system with split stacks; in such setting
we could use the pointers to a split point as markers m, and directly yield to the correct handler
with constant time capture of the context.

5.2 Monadic Multi-Prompt Translation to System Fv

With the relation to multi-prompt delimited control established, we can now translate Fev to Fv in
a monadic style, where we use standard techniques [Dyvbig et al. 2007] to implement the delimited
control as a monad. Assuming notation for data types and matching, we can de"ne a multi-prompt
monad mon as follows:

data mon ! " =

| pure : " # mon ! "
| yield : '# r ! (. marker ! ( r # (evv ! ( # (evv ! ( # # # mon ! ( r)# mon ! ( r)

# (mon ! # # mon ! ")# mon ! "

pure x = pure x
yield m clause = yield m clause id

The pure case is used for value results, while the yield implements yielding to a prompt. A
yield m f cont has three arguments, (1) the marker m : marker ! ( r bound to a prompt in some
context with e!ect ! ( and answer type r ; (2) the operation clause which receives the resumption
(of type # # mon ! ( r) where # is the type of the operation result; and "nally (3) the current
continuation cont which is the runtime representation of the context. When binding a yield, the
continuation keeps being extended until the full context is captured:

(f ) g) x = f (g x) (function composition)
(f • g) x = g x ! f (Kleisli composition)
(pure x) ! g = g x (monadic bind)
(yield m f cont) ! g = yield m f (g • cont)

The hoisting of yields corresponds closely to operation hoisting as described by Bauer and Pret-
nar [2015b]. The prompt operation has three cases to consider:

prompt : '! " . marker ! " # evv !# mon *l | !+ " # mon ! "
prompt m w (pure x) = pure x
prompt m w (yield m( f cont) = yield m( f (prompt m w ) cont) if m ! m(

prompt m w (yield m f cont) = f w (guard w (prompt m w ) cont))

In the pure case, we are at the (value) rule and return the result as is. If we "nd a yield that yields
to another prompt we also keep yielding but remember to restore our prompt when resuming in its
current continuation, as (prompt m w ) cont). The "nal case is when we yield to the prompt itself,
in that case we are in the (yield) transition and continue with f passing the context evidence w
and a guarded resumption3.

The guard operation simply checks if the evidence matches and either continues or gets stuck:

guard w1 cont w2 x= if (w1 == w2) then cont (pure x) else stuck

3Typing the third case needs a dependent match on the markersm( : marker !( r andm = marker ! " where their equality
implies ! = !( and r = " . This can be done in Haskell with the Equal GADT, or encoded in Fv using explicit equality
witnesses [Baars and Swierstra 2002].
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in that case we are in the (yield) transition and continue with f passing the context evidence w
and a guarded resumption3.

The guard operation simply checks if the evidence matches and either continues or gets stuck:

guard w1 cont w2 x= if (w1 == w2) then cont (pure x) else stuck

3Typing the third case needs a dependent match on the markersm( : marker !( r andm = marker ! " where their equality
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For any evaluation step e1 !"# e2 in Fev , we have $e1% !"#& $e2% with multi-prompt delimited
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Dolan et al. [2015] describe the multi-core OCaml runtime system with split stacks; in such setting
we could use the pointers to a split point as markers m, and directly yield to the correct handler
with constant time capture of the context.
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With the relation to multi-prompt delimited control established, we can now translate Fev to Fv in
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However, the w that is going to be passed in is always that of the handlewm frame, as explained in
Section 4.4. When we instantiate the handlewm we can in principle map the w in advance over all
operation clause so these can be partially evaluated over the evidence vector:

handlerl h w f = freshm (!m( prompt m w (f ))l : (m, pmapl w h | w** ()))

pmapl w (hndl f1 . . . fn)= phndl (partial w f1) . . . (partial w fn)
partial : evv "( op # $ " r ( pop # $ " r
partial w f = !x k. (f w x ! (!f #. f # w k))

The pmapl function creates a new handler data structure phndl where every operation is now
partially applied to the evidence which results in simpli!ed type for each operation (as expressed
by the pop type alias):

alias pop # $ " r " # ( (evv "( $ ( mon " r)( mon " r

The perform is now simpli!ed as well as it no longer needs to bind the intermediate application:

performop w x= let (m, h) = w.l in yield m (!k. (h.op) x k)

Finally, the prompt case where the marker matches no longer needs to pass evidence as well:

. . .
prompt m w (yield m f cont) = f (guard w (prompt m w + cont))

By itself, the impact of this optimization will be modest, just allowing inlining of evidence in f
clauses, but it opens up the way to do tail resumptive operations in-place.

6.2 Evaluating Tail Resumptive Operations In Place

In practice, almost all important e"ects are tail-resumptive. The main exceptions we know of are
asynchronous I/O (but that is dominated by I/O anyways) and the ambiguity e"ect for resuming
multiple times. As such, we expect the vast majority of operations to be tail-resumptive, and being
able to optimize them well is important. We can extend the partially evaluated handler approach to
optimize tail resumptions as well. First we extend the pop type to be a data type that signi!es if an
operation clause is tail resumptive or not:

data pop # $ " r = tail : (# ( mon " $)( pop # $ " r
| normal : (# ( (evv "( $ ( mon " r)( mon " r)( pop # $ " r
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The perform is now simpli!ed as well as it no longer needs to bind the intermediate application:

performop w x= let (m, h) = w.l in yield m (!k. (h.op) x k)

Finally, the prompt case where the marker matches no longer needs to pass evidence as well:

. . .
prompt m w (yield m f cont) = f (guard w (prompt m w + cont))

By itself, the impact of this optimization will be modest, just allowing inlining of evidence in f
clauses, but it opens up the way to do tail resumptive operations in-place.
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However, the w that is going to be passed in is always that of the handlewm frame, as explained in
Section 4.4. When we instantiate the handlewm we can in principle map the w in advance over all
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by the pop type alias):
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The perform is now simpli!ed as well as it no longer needs to bind the intermediate application:

performop w x= let (m, h) = w.l in yield m (!k. (h.op) x k)

Finally, the prompt case where the marker matches no longer needs to pass evidence as well:

. . .
prompt m w (yield m f cont) = f (guard w (prompt m w + cont))

By itself, the impact of this optimization will be modest, just allowing inlining of evidence in f
clauses, but it opens up the way to do tail resumptive operations in-place.

6.2 Evaluating Tail Resumptive Operations In Place

In practice, almost all important e"ects are tail-resumptive. The main exceptions we know of are
asynchronous I/O (but that is dominated by I/O anyways) and the ambiguity e"ect for resuming
multiple times. As such, we expect the vast majority of operations to be tail-resumptive, and being
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However, the w that is going to be passed in is always that of the handlewm frame, as explained in
Section 4.4. When we instantiate the handlewm we can in principle map the w in advance over all
operation clause so these can be partially evaluated over the evidence vector:
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The perform is now simpli!ed as well as it no longer needs to bind the intermediate application:

performop w x= let (m, h) = w.l in yield m (!k. (h.op) x k)

Finally, the prompt case where the marker matches no longer needs to pass evidence as well:

. . .
prompt m w (yield m f cont) = f (guard w (prompt m w + cont))

By itself, the impact of this optimization will be modest, just allowing inlining of evidence in f
clauses, but it opens up the way to do tail resumptive operations in-place.

6.2 Evaluating Tail Resumptive Operations In Place

In practice, almost all important e"ects are tail-resumptive. The main exceptions we know of are
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multiple times. As such, we expect the vast majority of operations to be tail-resumptive, and being
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